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I found this game while me and my friend were looking for a free game to play. In the beggining this game was very confusing
and the grafics looked like a 10 year old made it; but all in all, it was a pretty cool game.. Cool stuff really like it! Don't expect it
to be a game do. I need to give a speech about the history of planes this is waaaaay more fun then a boring old book or
wikipedia. And way more fun!!!. For $1.79 it is a very enjoyable game and is VERY aesthetically pleasing. It is an "endless
runner" but the maps are not procedurally generated as far as I know so you can learn routes to make it further each time. The
controls are inverted since you are playing as a plane which can be both annoying and difficult but it doesn't make the game less
enjoyable if that is an issue.

 I have a video with gameplay of "Sky Valley" if you want to see what it's like before buying it.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GB110V4qIsU

All in all I do like this game but for $1.79 you are getting $1.79 worth of content and there isn't much but it has plane
unlockables and different maps and game modes so if you are looking for a cheap time killer this is a great game.. Played
countless hours of this game on my old iPad, great to see it on the PC. There's a handful of really good mining/digging/crafting
games out there, and this is one of them.. I've tried to play this one, I really have. However, the over the top mouse sensitivity is
killing me. I turned it as low as it would go and the slightest movement still sends your view spinning across the screen. If there's
an update to fix that, let me know.. Not bad, buy it with the bundle.
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I love this game, absolutely LOVE IT. I've watched thousands of videos of it and I'm absolutely in love. But there's one issue. I
have a pretty good computer, and I still can't run the game without it lagging REALLY BAD. I'm told this is an issue on the
game's side, and not mine.. This re-release of Dissidia is absolutely stunning graphically. I played this game back when it
released on PSP.
Glad it's making a comeback to the online PvP scene.
They have added a ranking system and also have a casual mode for those less competative.
100% recommend a buy!. A love letter to the 80s. It's basically the game mechanics of Paper Boy (dodge\/jump stuff and throw
things to mailboxes..) except your character is pretty much a depiction of a skateboarding, vest-wearing Marty Mcfly. If you
grew up during the 80s you will recognize many of the characters that waltz by in the background, from Inspector Gadget, Duck
Tales, TMNT, He-Man, Peewee Herman, Rocky, Eddie Murphy, etc... each with their own funny sound effects as they pass.
The sound effects of the game are a particular standout, and have an appropriately lo-fi sound to them which resembles audio of
games back during this era.

It's a very straightfoward game with limited features, but if you're feeling nostalgic and want a trip down memory lane for the
80s and many of the movies and animated kids' shows of the time, this easily fits the bill.. Best game ever , loved this game very
much .
Highly recommended
. It's a buggy mess in its current state.

Had an itch for a good collectathon platformer game after seeing some vids on Yooka Laylee, bought this because it fit the bill.
Unfortunately, it's in rough shape at the current time. The dev is pretty active about fixing issues that people report, and that's
good on him. However, The sheer number of bugs and issues in the game is staggering. I've reported quite a few myself, but
every time I open the game I find more and more.

Let's talk about the gameplay, as bugs can be fixed. You've got a pretty standard collectathon platformer here. There's lots of
different objects to find in the levels, with varying levels of difficulty required to collect them. It's all pretty standard, there's
nothing that I've seen that introduces anything new to the genre. Combat feels pretty fluid, you'll be weaving in and out of battle
with the various creatures. You'll often times find yourself getting hit without much warning though, which can be frustrating.
The platforming is hit or miss. Vertical climbing feels the most challenging, you can clip on the edge of platforms and have to
repeat jumps often. Precision jumps to specific points, such as a pole, are difficult at times as well. The level design is alright,
there's decent variation in how the levels are arranged. There's a lot of reused assets for every theme (ice, fire, etc) world
though.

The music for the game is probably my favorite part, he did a very good job with the sound track.

Even ignoring the bugs, it's a very generic platformer. You can find better, or wait for Yooka Laylee.

. Multiplayer is dead, brothers. The story is sheer violent, satisfying, sweet bolter\/melee porn. Fun game! Can't wait to play
more!. This game needs to be taken off the market. I bought it cause I really enjoyed this cod more than the rest. After playing
on it for months getting to like lvl 10 prestige someone my stats all got reset i started back at lvl 1 0 prestige and all my custom
classes were still the same. I had guns you cant get at lvl 1 i tried changing my custom classes but when I do it says downloading
game settings fetching stats and it resets my class to the way it was when the glitch happened. I have since tried uninstalling
deleting all files reinstalling, I've tried validating files everything I could think of and it wont change anything. Waste of money.
DON'T BUY!. Just got a chance to play Vindicta for a good hour and half. And while I don't usually write reviews, this game
does not deserve a mixed score. Its a solid shooter with a lot of gameplay time. It took me at least 45min to cross the first level.
The game is INTENSE! It didn't take long for me to break a sweat! The shooting is on point. And the arm-swinging movement
was smooth and easy to get used to. At the price point they have it now (it was previously I think 29$) I definitely recommend
it.. I haven't completed this but it's good for a free title. Worth a go.
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